The nature of the hydraulic power cylinder seal assembly operation with high working fluid pressure, different geometrical parameters of liptype seal, is revealed. The method of hermetic sealing process modeling according to the simplified model using finite element method is considered.
low-compressibility material, the Mooney-Rivlin model with two parameters is most suitable to describe its behavior. According to the model the calculation was carried out in two stages: on the first stage the deformed state of lip-type seal after the cylinder assembly was simulated (Fig.1) ; on the second stage-from the working fluid effect in the form of distributed load on the internal sealing surfaces (Fig. 2) . а For reliable liquid blockage the seal parts should adjoin tightly the details conjugate to them by means of preload and the working liquid pressure. The sealing parts must fit all mechanical regularities and to prevent the formation of the gap through which the fluid could leak when moving. On this basis, the following criteria for assessment of the parameters of the seal operation are proposed The evaluation of operation of the seal in the gap between the piston and the cylinder using the finite element method is a laborious process [2, 3] . This is due, primarily, to the nonlinearity of the outer surface of the seal and the related additional complexity of creating a regular finite element mesh, as well as to with large model formations (especially in the gap), which reduce the probability of the solution convergence. In order to eliminate these difficulties the simplified model of lip-type seal was developed (Fig.3) , which differs from the real one in the absence of "antennae". The accuracy of the results obtained on the basis of the simplified model in the gap area does not differ from the results obtained on the basis of a real model; at the height of the model being not lower then (B_up) the height of the main body of the lip-type seal. The errorin the calculationis about0.05 %. The developed model allows taking into account the following parameters (Fig. 3 ): •geometrical dimensions: height (B_up), width (D_up), seal rounding radius(R_up), spherical radius of the groove edges of the piston(R_por); • sealed gap (delta); • properties of the seal material;
• the fluid pressure in piston cavity of the of hydraulic powered support prop (P).
3.Conclusions
On the basis of the calculations using the simplified models the basic regularities and the mode of lip-type seal behavior in the gap are found: -pressing out into the gap and equivalent loads vary according to the linear relationship in direct proportion to the spherical radius of the groove edges of the piston(R_por), sealed gap, the fluid pressure and inversely to the spherical radius of the seal(R_up); -the maximum equivalent loads are in the immediate vicinity to the edges of the groove of the piston (Fig. 4) ; -the height increase lead to a slight decrease (within 0.001 mm per1mm of height) of the quantity of pressing out into the gap, wherein the internal load increases (0.1 MPa per1mm of height); -the 10MPa pressure increase results in an 0.1 mm increase of the value of the pressing out into the gap and 5MPa increase of the internal load. 
